INVENT YOUR FAVORITE FLOWER!

Part 1: Pretend you are a pollinator searching for your favorite food!

What would a flower need to have for you to find it and go to it?

What’s your favorite smell?

What’s your favorite color (or, colors!)?

What’s your favorite shape?

What’s your favorite food, snack, or drink?

How big would the flower have to be?
Part 2: Draw the flower you described above, even if it looks really silly!
Part 3: Consider the following questions and then write your answers, think about them on your own, or discuss with someone near you.

How has the flower adapted to attract you?

How does the flower benefit from being attractive to you?

Would this flower attract anyone or only you?

Do you think the flower would benefit from only attracting one “pollinator”, or should it be attractive to many?